First meeting of the semester

**Introduction and Attendance:**

Lauren Bell, SOURCE President

Sam Bogner, VP; Stephanie C, Secretary; Adriana, Treasurer; Kim McCauley, webmaster,

Marjia Dabello, Professor and Advisor

Students: Max Dienemang, Louise, LeBello Juber Ayala, Tim Valente,

Online: Gabriele Paradala, Elana Rusk, Catherine, Kristen

**MARAC SAA**

Fees,
Membership shows professionalism, networking
We are the student chapter
Discounted rate,

**Other MI Student Associations**

LISSA

RASL

SCARLA

ASIS&T

**Conferences, List**

MARAC

IS&T

ALA

SAA

**Upcoming things:**

Certified Archivist, April 11th,

Open Access Origami Jewelry March 21

Printed Matter, Saturday before MARAC, afternoon trip.
Artist books, zines, exhibit area.

Center for Puerto Rico studies trip

**Questions:**

Tim asked about the virtual chats

Louise mentioned that there is a magical texts exhibit at New York Historical Society in the fall
Questions about funding from the group
Kim suggested the Stickley Museum, which is a small museum.